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Pressure-induced antiferromagnetism in UPt
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UPt orders ferromagnetically at ambient pressure at 28 K. Upon increasing pressure, an additional magnetic
phase transition appears around 17 K. While the upper transition behaves with field as a typical paramagnetic-
ferromagnetic transition, the lower one exhibits antiferromagnetic behavior. With pressure both transitions shift
towards lower temperatures. Around 1.5 GPa the upper magnetic transition completely disappears and only the
lower persists up to;4 GPa. The electrical resistivity measured up to 8.0 GPa shows that structural transfor-
mation occurs in UPt under pressure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetic UPt has attracted considerable atten
over the last three decades1 due to unusual magnetic prope
ties under pressure. A strong depreciation of the magne
tion with pressure and pressure-invariant magnetic ph
transition temperature of about 27 K has been reported
UPt.2–4 The ambient-pressure saturation magnetizat
which amounts at 4.2 K to about 0.45mB /U was reported to
be strongly sample dependent4 and in clear contrast with the
neutron-diffraction results of Fringset al.5 of 1.1
60.4mB /U. Recently, magnetic measurements on sm
single crystals led to a moment of 1.01mB /U.6

UPt is formed incongruently by a solid-state reaction b
tween U and UPt2 ~Ref. 2! and it is reported to form in a
monoclinic structure similar to UIr.7,8 Almost all publica-
tions dealing with UPt mention two magnetic phas
transition temperatures to ferromagnetic order at 19
27 K.2,3 Neutron-diffraction work by Fringset al.5 and by
Franseet al.9 suggested that each of the two magnetic tr
sitions is connected with a different structural phase. T
upper magnetic phase transition is connected with PdBi-t
ordered UPt and the lower one with ordering in some d
torted structure. Moreover, the latter structure was repo
to be transformed under pressure to the former one. T
resulted in a decrease of the magnetic moment.3,5,9 Magneti-
zation measurements under hydrostatic pressure up to
GPa and in fields up to 8 T by Fringset al.4 revealed that a
metamagnetic transition evolves under pressure at low t
peratures. However, these authors later concluded on the
sis of low-temperature neutron-diffraction experiments un
pressure up to 0.45 GPa that no evidence for press
induced antiferromagnetic phase was found.5

Rather peculiar behavior under pressure has motivate
to reinvestigate magnetic and transport properties of
PRB 620163-1829/2000/62~17!/11527~6!/$15.00
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compound under pressure. Here we report on magnetic m
surements up to 1.3 GPa between 1.6 and 200 K and on
electrical resistivity up to 8.0 GPa between 4.2 and 300 K
a polycrystalline UPt.

II. EXPERIMENT

Polycrystalline UPt was prepared by evaporating In fro
U-Pt-In melt containing the stoichiometric amount of U a
Pt. The quality of the resulting material has been inspec
by electron microprobe analysis and by powder x-ray diffra
tion. The material was found to consist of stoichiometric U
and traces~,3%! of the second phase which was found to
U rich, most probably UO2, UO or U. Rietveld-type analysis
of the x-ray-diffraction pattern suggests that UPt crystalliz
in the monoclinic structure with the space groupP21 ~No. 4,
Z58!. No other structural phases of UPt were identifie
Structural parameters, which agree well with literatu
values,5,8 and further details concerning the sample prepa
tion can be found in Ref. 10.

For magnetic measurements, the sample~cylinder with a
diameter of 2.9 mm and a length of 3.4 mm! has been cut by
spark erosion. It has been placed in a Teflon capsule fi
with a pressure-transmitting medium~1:1 mixture of FC 70
and FC 77 Fluorinert! and compressed in a small Cu-T
clamp-type cell. Due to compensating contributions of
and Cu, this alloy has very low magnetic susceptibility and
suitable for magnetic studies. Nevertheless, all the data h
been corrected for the background magnetization. Pres
was calibrated by measuring the Meissner effect of Pb
conventional4He insert and a superconducting magnet ha
been used and the signal detected by the extraction met
Further details on the experimental apparatus and data
cessing together with error analysis can be found in Ref.

The electrical resistivity was measured on small b
11 527 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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shaped samples by a standard dc four-point method in
4.2–290 K temperature range. The electrical contacts w
established by gold wires fixed to the surface by a sil
paint. To produce a pressure, two apparatus were emplo
The first, installed at the Hiroshima University uses a cu
anvil device with a maximum pressure of 8.0 GPa and
second installed at the Kumamoto University a stand
piston-cylinder device made of Cu-Be alloy with a maximu
pressure of 2.2 GPa.12 In the latter case, the load is kep
constant and regulated automatically with a deviation of l
than 1% so that there is no significant pressure difference
cooling and heating runs.

III. RESULTS

A. Magnetic measurements

In Fig. 1, temperature dependences of the magnetiza
measured in a field of 1 T at various pressures up to 1.3 GP
are shown. It is quite clear that UPt orders in this field
ambient pressure magnetically below 28.6 K~determined by
a maximum slope in]M /]T!. The transition temperature in
creases with the application of field suggesting that fer
magnetism exists in UPt belowTC528.6 K. If measured in
low fields ~below 0.1 T!, our sample exhibits also a wea
additional magnetic anomaly around 21 K which was som
times reported in the literature to be the dominating ph
transition.1,2,13As the applied pressure increases, the mag
tization below TC is reduced and a new anomaly arou
17 K appears. At the highest pressure applied, at 1.3 G
nearly no sign of the upper transition~we denote it asTH
5TC! is left and the shape of the anomaly at the lower te
perature strongly resembles that of an antiferromagn
~AF! phase transition~we denote this temperature asTL!.
Both phase transitions shift linearly with pressureP towards
lower temperatures with a rate of]TH /]P522.0
60.3 K/GPa and]TL /]P520.860.3 K/GPa. The latter
value suggests that UPt should become paramagnetic at;20
GPa.

In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependences of
inverse magnetic susceptibility (x5M /H) measured in field
of 1 T at several pressures. It is evident that application
pressure decreases the effective magnetic momentmeff and
also reduces paramagnetic Curie temperatureuP . Both are

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of magnetization measur
various pressures on bulk sample of UPt in field of 1 T.
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reduced with applied pressure in a nonlinear way, which
flects the appearance of the new pressure-induced AF ph
The pressure dependences of the effective momentmeff and
paramagnetic Curie temperatureuP determined from modi-
fied Curie-Weiss fits performed, except forP50.6 GPa, in
the temperature region between 40 and 120 K are show
the inset of Fig. 2. It is clear that between 0.4 and 0.8 G
magnetic properties of UPt undergo a drastic change.
instance, at 1.3 GPa,meff drops by 15% anduP by 40% of its
ambient-pressure value. The temperature-independent
x0 shows a drastic change in this pressure region as well~not
shown!.

The field dependence of the magnetization measure
various temperatures at 1.3 GPa is presented in Fig. 3.
the sake of clarity, data have been shifted for each sub
quent lower temperature by 0.05mB /U starting from 22 K.
Clearly, below 16 K a metamagneticlike transition is prese
around the critical fieldBC52.6 T. Temperature dependenc

at

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the inverse magnetic
ceptibility (x5M /H) measured on bulk piece of UPt in 1 T at
various pressures. The solid lines represent best fits to a mod
Curie-Weiss~MCW! law. In the inset results of the fits are show

FIG. 3. Field dependences of the magnetization of UPt m
sured at 1.3 GPa at various temperatures in fields up to 9 T. Fo
sake of clarity, data have been shifted for each subsequent tem
ture by 0.05mB /U starting from 22 K~curve at 35 K not shifted!.
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of the critical field of this transition, which exhibits below
10 K a hysteretic behavior, is shown in Fig. 4. The positi
of the midpoint ofBC ~average of up and down branche!
decreases with increasing temperature and becomes
around 16 K.

In Fig. 5, the field dependence of magnetization measu
at 4.2 K at various pressures up to 1.3 GPa and in fields u
9 T is shown. Upon application of pressure, the origin
magnetization curve, which has at ambient pressure sh
resembling strongly ferromagnetic material, starts to cha
its shape forP;0.4 GPa. Above this pressure, a metama
neticlike transition evolves aroundBC52.6 T. There is a
small hysteresis with field sweeping up and down throu
BC . The ferromagnetic component below the metamagn
transition decreases very strongly with pressure. At the s
time, the magnetization step across the metamagnetic tra
tion increases. The magnetization attained at 9 T,m9T , de-
creases nonlinearly with increasing pressure. At press
below 0.6 GPa it decreases with a rate of]m9T /]P,0.6GPa
520.028mB /U GPa21. At higher pressures, above 0.8 GP
it decreases faster with a rate of]m9T /]P.0.8GPa5

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the critical field of the m
magnetic transition marking the transition from the AF to the
state of UPt at 1.3 GPa~deduced from data shown in Fig. 3!.

FIG. 5. Field dependences of the magnetization of bulk U
measured at 4.2 K and at various pressures in fields up to 9 T
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20.094mB /U GPa21. The magnetization value linearly ex
trapolated to zero field,m0T , also decreases with pressure
similar way with rates ]m0T /]P,0.6GPa5
20.04mB /U GPa21 and ]m0T /]P.0.8GPa5
20.11mB /U GPa21. Extrapolation of the latter tendency to
wards higher pressures leads to the conclusion that mag
moments should be lost around 4 GPa. Above this press
UPt is expected to be paramagnetic down to lowest temp
tures. All these dependences are depicted in Fig. 6.
metamagnetic-transition fieldBC at 4.2 K, gets reduced with
pressure by a rate of20.2 T/GPa.

In Fig. 7 we show the field dependence of the magneti
tion measured at a few pressures at 22 and 35 K. Clearly
metamagnetic transition is present in either data sets. H
ever, suppression of the magnetization values with pres
is apparent. At 1.3 GPa, however, a very small ferromagn
intercept can be still discerned for data taken at 22 K. Thi
absent in data taken at 35 K for all pressures in agreem
with magnetic susceptibility data.

B. Electrical resistivity

In Fig. 8 the low-temperature detail of the temperatu
dependence of the electrical resistivity measured under p
sure up to 8 GPa is shown. In Fig. 9 we show the wh
temperature region measured. At ambient pressure we
serve the resistivity curve that is very similar to literatu
results.4,10,14 At high temperatures, the electrical resistivi
slightly increases with lowering temperature which is usua
interpreted as to be due to hybridization of conduction el
trons with 5f sates. Around 150 K it exhibits a maximum
and starts to decrease. Below approximately 28 K the e
trical resistivity drops drastically due to the appearance
magnetic order. This characteristic albeit with slightly mod
fied high-temperature slope and alternated position of
maximum, is observed for all measurements performed
der pressureP<0.6 GPa. At higher pressures but lower th
1.4 GPa there are two transitions visible as change in

-

t

FIG. 6. Pressure dependence of the magnetization of UPt a
K in pressures up to 1.3 GPa deduced from data shown in Fig
Legend: AF is the magnetization gain due to metamagnetic tra
tion, F is the ferromagnetic component,m0T is the magnetization
extrapolated from high fields to zero field,m9T is the magnetization
at 9 T.
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r(T) slope. One is observed at progressively lower tempe
tures with respect to the ambient-pressure value as the p
sure increases. The other transition is seen at about 1
Between 1.4 and 3.0 GPa, only the lower transition t
shifts with pressure towards lower temperature is seen
r(T). Above 3.0 GPa the resistivity monotonically decrea
with temperature in the whole temperature range without

FIG. 7. Field dependence of the magnetization of bulk UPt m
sured at 22 K~a! and at 35 K~b! at various pressures in fields up
9 T.

FIG. 8. The low-temperature detail of the temperature dep
dence of the electrical resistivity of UPt uder pressure up to 8 G
Arrows at the top idicate the two magnetic phase transitions s
for pressures 0.6,P,1.4 GPa. Solid lines through symbol taken
ambient pressure, 1.0 and 3.0 GPa are the best fits to expre
given in the text.
a-
es-
K.
t
n
s
y

sign of a magnetic phase transition~this is in agreement with
magnetic measurements suggesting loss of magnetic o
around 4 GPa!. The magnetic phase transitions determin
from resistivity curves show tendencies identical to resu
obtained from magnetic measurements. Moreover, in re
tivity curves taken at 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, and 1.5 GPa one
observe hysteresis between cooling and warming branc
with the middle point at;75, ;180, ;280, and atT
.300 K, respectively. Consequently, the room-temperat
electrical resistivity shows a significant increase between
and 1.4 GPa. Such a behavior could be interpreted in te
of a structural phase transformation.

The low-temperature parts of UPt resistivity ca
be well fitted by expression r5r01aT21EDT(1
12T/D)exp(2D/T), whereE depends on the spin-disorde
resistivity and the electron-magnon coupling constant anD
denotes the energy gap between the upper boundary of
jority spin subband and the Fermi energy. Let us note that
have used successfully this expression for a description
the specific heat10 and also for the saturation magnetizatio
of small single crystals.6 The same temperature dependen
is encountered for all measurements and the best fit g
D520230 K for all pressures. Results of the best fits to t
aforementioned expression in the low-temperature region
low 9 K, r0 , a, andE, keepingD525 K are shown graphi-
cally in the inset of Fig. 9. All fitting parameters show
maximum~r0 at ;1.0 GPa,a at ;1.0 GPa, andE at ;1.6
GPa, respectively! before declining at higher pressures.
the case ofr0 a small increase is observed above 5.0 GP

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is well known that in 5f intermetallics with the shortes
U-U separation falling into the critical Hill’s region,15 5 f
electron states form more or less narrow, strongly correla
bands pinned at or near the Fermi levelEF . This is reflected
in UPt, for instance in the enhanced low-temperatu
specific-heat coefficient g, which amounts to 105
mJ/mol K2,4,9,10,13temperature-independent high-temperatu
resistivity,4,10,14 and in enhanced temperature-independ

-

-
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en

ion

FIG. 9. The temperature dependence of the electrical resist
of UPt uder pressure up to 8 GPa. In the inset we show graphic
results of the fits to expression given in the text keepingD525 K
~three fits shown in Fig. 8!.
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parameterx0 reflecting a high density of states at the Fer
level. As U atoms are brought closer, the originally narr
bands get wider. Values ofg and meff are usually reduced
and the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivi
high temperatures behaves more in a metallic way~i.e., it
increases with increasing temperature!. Of course, all poly-
crystalline data of UPt are strongly modified with respect
data obtained on single crystals due to mixing of differe
Curie-Weiss ~CW! branches because of strong magne
anisotropy.5,6,10 Therefore, it is in general difficult to com
pare polycrystalline data taken on different samples~due to
texture!. Here we compare, however, magnetic data taken
one sample without remounting it and obtained by fitti
under the same conditions. Therefore, we believe that we
draw conclusions about the influence of pressure on the m
netic properties of UPt.

Reduction ofmeff in UPt with pressure is understandab
quite easily because its application reduces interatomic
tances and consequently, increases hybridization betweef
electron states with other states in the structure. This, in t
delocalizes U moments. However, one would expec
smooth decrease ofmeff with pressure in contrast to observe
step between 0.4 and 0.8 GPa. A similar steep decrea
seen also in the pressure dependence ofuP . Moreover,x0
shows also a drastic change in this pressure region. T
results together with low-temperature magnetization d
~occurrence of a metamagneticlike transition atBC52.6 T!
strongly suggest that a magnetic phase transformation oc
in UPt under pressure. The original low-pressure ph
which is stable forP,0.4 GPa is ferromagnetic~F! with
TC528.6 K at 1 T and at ambient pressure. The hig
pressure phase, stable for 1.5 GPa,P,;4 GPa is antiferro-
magnetic~AF! with TN;16 K at 1 T and at 1.5 GPa. Abov
;4 GPa UPt does not order magnetically and between
and 1.5 GPa it consists of an admixture of both the afo
mentioned phases. The ratio between both phases cha
with pressure in favor of the AF phase. The content of
low-pressure phase decreases by 17% per 0.1 GPa bet
0.6 and 1.0 GPa. Further, we can conclude that the satura
momentmsat

F of the F phase is higher than that of the A
phasemsat

AF . Knowing that the anisotropy of UPt is of a
uniaxial type5,6,10 these values are estimated to bemsat

F

51.06mB /U and msat
AF50.70mB /U ~for the AF phase we

supposed for simplicity no pressure dependence!. The former
value agrees well with single-crystal data6 and neutron-
diffraction results.5,9

Both magnetic phase transition temperatures decre
with pressure as indicated by magnetic measurem
~]TH /]P5]TC/]P522.060.3 K/GPa and ]TL /]P
5]TN/]P520.860.3 K/GPa!. The latter value suggest
that UPt should become paramagnetic at;20 GPa, i.e., at a
pressure that is much higher than that indicated by the
trapolation of the magnetic moment to higher pressures
that indicated by electrical resistivity~in both latter cases i
amounts to;4.0 GPa!. There are two main possibilities t
explain this disagreement. In our analysis we assumed a
ear decrease ofTN with pressure in the whole pressure rang
Such an approach might not be applicable because it neg
the pressure dependence of the magnetic moment ma
tudes which in turn modifies the strength of magnetic int
i
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actions. It also neglects the fact that above;1.5 GPa the
phase transformation is finished and above this pressure
deal only with one phase. If for whatever reasons the co
pressibility of the low-pressure phase is higher than tha
the high-pressure phase, the former phase would provid
spacer, eliminating partly the effect of increased pressure
the latter phase. In this case one should expect above
GPa a different, presumably much higher, value of]TN/]P.
This is indeed suggested by electrical resistivity results le
ing to ]TN/]P>24.362.0 K/GPa. Most probably, a combi
nation of all aforementioned mechanisms leads to a colla
of the magnetic order in UPt with pressure.

As was noticed in previous neutron-diffractio
experiments,5,9 new Bragg reflections that are not consiste
with the original crystal structure appearing in the neutro
diffraction pattern at low temperatures upon application o
pressure of 0.7 GPa. Although some of these reflections o
least a certain portion of intensity of these reflections can
attributed to magnetic order~it is not clear whether AF or F!
some of them are present under pressure even at r
temperature.3 However, after removing the pressure and a
nealing at 300 K they disappear. These results were in
preted in terms of a structural phase transformation that
curs in UPt under pressure. Our magnetic and electr
resistivity measurements strongly support this idea. First,
high-temperature part of the magnetic susceptibility und
goes a drastic change~according to fitted parameters! above
0.4 GPa. Second, above the same pressure also the
temperature dependence of magnetization changes en
its character. While at low pressures it shows typical fer
magnetic behavior at higher pressures this behavior
changed to an antiferromagnetic one. Third, this is corro
rated by the appearance of the metamagneticlike transit
The pressure development of the magnetic phase trans
temperatures and of the magnetization curves suggests
there is a gradual change in a volume ratio between F
AF phases with pressure. All these results suggest th
magnetic phase transformation that occurs in UPt is i
mately connected to a structural transformation. Perhaps
strongest indication for a change in the crystal structure
UPt can be found in the electrical resistivity. In curves tak
at 0.6, 1.0, 1.4, and 1.5 GPa one sees clear hysteres
progressively increasing temperatures suggesting that the
plied pressure extends the stability of the pressure-indu
structural phase to higher temperatures. This finding is
agreement with the neutron results showing5,9 reversible
temperature changes of some Bragg reflections under p
sure.

In conclusion, we report on the magnetic properties
UPt polycrystalline sample under pressure up to 1.3 GPa
on the electrical resistivity up to 8.0 GPa. We found cle
evidence for the pressure-induced ferromagnet
antiferromagnetic transition which is due to structural tra
formation.
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